
 

 

 
Please reference the following information as our required submission of the annual SBA RIC 
report. As our first year is a conglomeration of each quarter’s activities, we included some key 
information from each quarterly report here for your reference. We also included key metrics 
for the year and a few highlights of the achievements made during the year. As you review the 
included information, please reach out with any questions or requests for additional 
clarification. 
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Crosstalk Conference 
The March 2019 UAMMI CrossTalk Conference was 
a successful regional industry event where experts 
shared their latest research and trends in advanced 
materials and manufacturing. It was held on March 
27, 2019, bringing together industry, academic and 
military members in an effort to educate, exhibit 
and promote the interchange of ideas and 
experiences. 182 individuals attended the six-hour 
training, including 88 SB leaders. 11 speakers, 
including representatives from international organizations, spoke at the event. The event 
included exhibiting a booth for four hours where some 30 SB members received training on 
supply chain management software tools. This conference brings speakers from throughout the 
composites and advanced manufacturing world to speak on topics of interest to businesses in 
Utah. The CrossTalk event held in March 2019 featured speakers from NIST, Germany, 
Composites One, GE Additives, IACMI, Northrop Grumman and several small companies in 
Utah.  
 

Wasatch Front Material Expo 

Teamed with the Utah chapter of SAMPE to bring small 
businesses to the Wasatch Front Materials Expo. This 
Expo is an event in which 70 companies had tabletops to 
display their work and network with the composites 
community in Utah. The large attendance of nearly 500 
makes this event the premier composites show in Utah 
and is a wonderful way for small companies to network 
with potential and actual customers. Surveys of 
exhibitors and other participants universally praised the 
expo for its attendance, good (qualified) leads, and 

general enthusiasm for bringing the composites community of Utah together. Additionally, 
many companies from outside Utah came as exhibitors to acquaint the attendees with the 
products and services offered by the non-Utah companies and thus increase the supply chain 
for Utah companies. 



 

 

 

 
Utah Rural Summit 
 
The Utah Rural Summit is the premier 
rural summit in the state of Utah with 
a rich history of convening Utah’s top 
leaders and decision-makers to 
influence the economic viability of 
rural Utah. Hosted in Cedar City on 
Southern Utah University’s campus, 
the summit provides the ideal platform 
where partnerships will discuss some of the most influential topics impacting rural Utah. 
 
• Attendance over 400 
• Sept. 3-4, 2019 
• Hosted at SUU 
• Theme:  Innovation through Entrepreneurism and Partnership 
• https://www.suu.edu/utah-rural-summit/ 
• Event focused on entrepreneurship and innovation 
 
UAMMI leadership attended the Summit where 
we participated in a breakout training session, 
provided booth participation, and hosted 
discussions with several rural economic 
developers and rural academia (introduction to 
Mobile RAMP). This event was very effective 
with engaging rural businesses and the local 
leadership of USDA and SBA.  
 
 

 
 



 

 

Utah Advanced Manufacturing Week  
 
UAMMI hosted the first annual Utah 
Advanced Manufacturing Week during 
the month of November 2019. This 
multi-event program brought increased 
awareness across the state of the 
significance of advanced manufacturing 
and specifically provided many SB’s 
with new business opportunities. With a 
declaration by the Governor, the week 
consisted of special events, workshops 
and activities to help educate, grow, and promote this exciting industry and its 10,000+ skilled 
workers within the state! November 4th through the 8th included a large number of activities, 
events, and visibility that directly applies to the goals and objectives of the SBA RIC contract. Six 
major events took place with 1,900 small business leaders participating and 8 teams pitching 
new innovations.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Program Strategic Tools  
 

RAMP 2019 Innovation Accelerator  
In the spring of 2019, RAMP, a new startup 
accelerator exclusively focused on Utah’s advanced 
materials innovations, was launched. Dedicated to 
innovators utilizing carbon fiber, advanced materials 
or 3D printing as key components in their product 
innovations, RAMP meets a specific underserved 
need in Utah’s ecosystem for innovation and 
business support.  
 
RAMP is sponsored jointly by UAMMI- Utah’s 
premier industry association for advanced materials 
and manufacturing; Grow Utah- a non-profit actively 
accelerating Utah’s start- ups and innovators; and the Davis Fund for Economic Development, a 
cooperative of Davis County government and municipalities funding businesses and innovators 
across the region. Supported by an SBA RIC contract along with contributions from private and 
public sources, RAMP represents widespread support for Utah’s product innovators.  
 
“With the rapidly expanding use of both advanced materials and 3D print processes, we 
designed RAMP to support innovators in a number of industries,” said T. Craig Bott, President of 
Grow Utah. “If you are innovating for the outdoor sports and recreation sector, the automotive 
sector, commercial aviation or medical devise sectors, or even those utilizing 3D printing in 
applications such as building construction, you fit RAMP and we have a place for you.”  
 
Over a 12-week intensive period of mentoring and training, RAMP participants are immersed in 
a highly engaged and interactive learning experience with business mentors, advanced 
materials experts and 3D print specialists who are each available to help achieve success. 
Innovators are assisted through training and individualized mentoring from industry experts. 
Privileged use of state-of-the art labs and technical equipment is a part of RAMP to help 
participants with product prototyping and materials testing.  
 
RAMP is hosted in Northern Utah- internationally recognized as the hub for carbon fiber and 
advanced materials manufacturing. Providing easy access to the state’s industry cluster, each 



 

 

RAMP participant joins a community rich in innovators, technologists, product designers and 
business leaders.  
 
“The advanced materials sector historically has been a vital contributor to Utah’s overall 
economy and specifically that of Northern Utah,” said Jeff Edwards, Executive Director for 
UAMMI. “The materials and processes that were pioneered in Utah over the decades are now 
driving a tremendous burst of innovation and business growth as new uses and new 
applications are found extending well beyond aerospace to new markets and new uses. With 
RAMP we can build on our expertise and expand the use of advanced materials to new 
businesses and innovations, all of which fits our mission at UAMMI,” he concluded.  
 
2019 RAMP Facts: 
• 10 companies participated  
• 3 companies based in rural Utah  
• 3 companies were established businesses innovating new product lines  
• 7 companies were startups  
• 12 joint work sessions  
• 600 hours of detailed training  
• 10 industry and startup experts provided training  
• Participants introduced products at regional trade show  
• 2 RAMP members received SBIR advice and assistance  
• Pitched to four investment groups 
 
2019 RAMP Cohort Participant Purtrek 
 
In October 2018 Kyle Stringham, innovator of Purtrek, a unique two-in-one hiking stick and 
water purifier, had just completed a successful Kickstarter campaign. Garnering about 400 
backers with pledges totaling some $52,000, Kyle was thrilled to begin the launch of his 
entrepreneurial vision, a business specializing in 
outdoor recreation products.  
 
As a first time entrepreneur, he however lacked the 
knowledge of how to proceed and was daunted by 
the many tasks he faced in launching his business. 
Of particular concern was working through the 
complexity of final product design and 



 

 

manufacturing. Overwhelmed by it all, he had made 
little progress over the final months of 2018 and early 
2019.  
 
Knowing he needed help, Kyle quickly became 
frustrated when he sought advice from both friends 
and small business development centers. It was all too 
general and lacked the specific direction to his unique 
challenges. What he needed was specific industry and 
business advice but did not know where or how to 
find it.  
 
In the early spring of 2019, Kyle became aware of 
RAMP, a new startup accelerator for advanced 
materials innovators like himself. Hosted by trusted 
community partners including, UAMMI, Grow Utah 
and the Davis County Loan Fund, and supported by a 
portion of an SBA RIC grant, Kyle quickly applied and 
was accepted in the 2019 RAMP cohort.  
 
Over the ensuing months, Kyle was carefully 
mentored by industry and startup experts in the Lean 
Launch methodology for startup companies. They helped him re-assess the market problem 
Purtrek was targeting and received valuable customer feedback that helped refine his feature 
set. Given access to the state-of-the-art innovation labs and professional product fabricators at 
Davis Technical College, Kyle was able to re-tool his product prototype. Benefiting from the 
industry mentors that RAMP provided him along with the synergy that came from working 
alongside other entrepreneurs, he made great improvements in his business canvas and launch 
plan.  
 
After just a few months in the RAMP process, Kyle was much more prepared to approach 
funding sources and reach out to investors. The association that RAMP provided with the Davis 
Loan Fund eased the way for Kyle to begin serious discussions of obtaining a critical start up 
loan. In addition, in early fall of 2019, with the help from his RAMP mentors, Kyle successfully 
pitched his business to the loan board of the Davis County fund and obtained $175,000 to start 
his business with the potential for additional funding tranches in the future.  



 

 

 
Now on track to achieve his vision, and with the continued help of his RAMP mentors, Kyle is 
moving forward. “My business would not be where it is today without RAMP, he said. “I now 
have the confidence and the help to make Purtrek into something special for me and my 
family.” 
 
Mobile RAMP  

We hosted two Mobile RAMP Events in rural 
Utah locations: Box Elder county/ Brigham City, 
which incorporates the northern Utah region 
and Iron County/ Cedar City southern Utah 
region. 46 rural small businesses participated 
combined during two mobile RAMP events. 
These events consisted of providing startup 
training to an invited groups of selected 
entrepreneurs whose businesses incorporate 
advanced manufacturing or the use of advanced 
materials. The events were hosted on site with 

our regional partners, Box Elder Economic Development Agencies and Southwest Tech Group- 
and were specifically focused on rural businesses. In addition to the training, participants were 
invited to participate in the RAMP 2020 cohort.  
 

CONNEX  
Designed and constructed over the last 
year, this custom database tracks the 
complex Utah composites supply chain 
and identifies specific gaps and areas of 
opportunity for new business and new 
business services within the cluster. This 
tool serves as a virtual collaboration 
center where business needs are matched with new Utah business partners, regardless of 
geographic location. In a world of diverse and geographically dispersed supply chains, a virtual 
tool allowing collaboration is critical. The value of this tool is even more significant considering 
the rural focus of the regional innovative cluster.  
 



 

 

 
 
CONNEX is a supply chain database tool for the advanced manufacturing advanced materials 
industry in Utah. Developed by UAMMI, the tool contains in-depth information on nearly every 
advanced materials and manufacturing company in the state. This allows companies to better 
connect with each other, be discovered by others and increase business opportunities. 
 
Features Include: 
 

• Search & Find Companies by Certification, Equipment, Services, Location, Materials and 
More 

• Customer/Supplier Visualization Tools 
• University Research Search Tools 
• Blacklisted Supplier Warnings 
• Materials Exchange Center (for Donating Materials to Schools etc.) 
• Free for Utah Businesses 

 
Over the last year, the CONNEX tool went through significant revisions and upgrades to 
increase overall effectiveness. Our SBA RIC team worked with businesses across our cluster to 
bring them into the tool, understand its value and benefit, and use the tool to its full value. This 
tool is essential in tracking members of the cluster and their activity and UAMMI looks forward 
to continued membership and value in 2020. Currently CONNEX Small Business Members 
number 144 and growing! 
 
CONNEX Member Benefit Examples 
 
UAMMI is very pleased with the benefits that CONNEX is able 
to offer.  Currently there are seven CSL Alerts informing 
members (all impacting small businesses) of suppliers that 
have been flagged by the United States Government for 
commerce concerns.  This feature is a cost-effective and 
affordable way for small businesses to stay informed of 



 

 

possible problems with suppliers that could adversely affect their business’ current and future 
opportunities.  
 
The Exchange Center currently has three postings 
(1 Large Business, 1 Small Business, 1 School 
(small business-enabler). This particular feature is 
proving very useful for companies and schools to 
connect regarding repurposing materials or to 
find fellow network members who may be able to 
quickly fill a need locally.  
 
The UAMMI CONNEX team is very excited by the 
continued customer demand for this supply chain 
tool.  The team will continue to interact with 
CONNEX members to ensure the tool meets the 
need of this ever-growing Utah-centric 
ecosystem. Small businesses will be able to 
leverage CONNEX to help them overcome any 
obstacles that typically do not hinder large 
businesses. 
 
 

Outreach and Marketing 
 
In order to increase the visibility of UAMMI to the SBA RIC target audience, UAMMI executed 
extensive outreach and marketing efforts over the past year. A sample of those efforts is listed 
below for your reference. A total of 13,200 newsletters, and 35,200 emails were sent to an 
audience of 2,200 people throughout the year, while a total of 9,100 people visited the UAMMI 
website. 
 
Newsletter  
 
Issued six newsletters of the Utah Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Initiatives including 
SBA-RIC efforts to some 2,200 recipients each month. The newsletter serves as the main 
outreach and communication tool for the industry providing relevant information and insight 
into the Utah industry. 



 

 

Email Circulation  
 
Sent out 16 UAMMI email campaigns to 2,200 
recipients at each mailing promoting SBA-RIC 
initiatives, Connex (UAMMI Supply Chain Tool), 
RAMP, relevant industry information and UAMMI 
events. 
 
Website  
 
Managed and updated the UAMMI website with 
relevant industry information and key events and 
new business opportunities. As the UAMMI website 
is a key connection point across industry, its maintenance and update is critical to outreach and 
marketing efforts.  As such, our team ensures content is current and valuable and all functions 
work as intended. The website received an average visitation of 759 visitors per month for a 
total of 9,100 visitors for the year. 

 

Key Metrics  
 
Our team worked very closely with multiple individuals and organizations in order to target our 
support to their specific needs. The ongoing training and engagement provided by the UAMMI 
RIC team continues to help foster growth and innovation in our cluster. 

Each of our four quarterly reports details a large number of examples of those efforts. Through 
our efforts on individually focused training, strategic events, and the use of program tools, our 
team was able to accomplish significant progress under the SBA RIC contract as shown in the 
table below.  

Please note that some metrics are not fully quantified due to cluster privacy agreements. In 
particular, our metric on the growth in total capital flowing to small businesses does not 
represent the full funding. There are additional members of our cluster who received seed 
capital and private equity funding, but the specific amounts were not disclosed. However, we 
believe that the example with Purtrek outlined above and the additional example with 
Conductive Composites outlined below provide the SBA with a great pair of data points noting 
UAMMI’s success with this requirement.  



 

 

Table 1 
 
UAMMI SBA RIC 2020 Key Metrics 

Growth in number of small businesses participating in cluster partnerships 52 
Growth in number of small businesses participating in cluster and support 
industries 144 

Growth in number of small business starts in the cluster area 26 
Growth in total capital flowing to small business participants in the cluster (grants, 
contracts, loans and investments from public and private sources),  $3,175,000 

Growth in job creation of small businesses 384 

Growth in new products, services, or business lines 186 
Number of small businesses receiving counseling, training, mentoring, or other 
technical assistance 144 
Growth in creation of new business, employment or new business opportunities in 
emerging markets 90 
Number of small businesses participating in other activities and services provided 
by the cluster, including showcasing events, networking events, matchmaking 
opportunities, and other convening activities 148 
Number of patents obtained and /or applied for by small business participants in 
the cluster, as well as number of new technologies licensed 42 
 

Growth in number of small businesses participating in cluster partnerships 

During our first year of operations on as an SBA RIC, 52 small businesses participated in cluster 
partnerships. These partnerships include a wide array of activities and agreements. 
Partnerships took place between small businesses directly as well as between small businesses 
within our cluster and the USBA cluster partners and stakeholders show in figure 1 and defined 
within our proposal. These partners represent a significant resource to our cluster and the small 
businesses within it. As such, we work to ensure that cluster partnerships are a key focus of our 
SBA RIC efforts and that small businesses within our cluster understand and utilize these 
partnership resources in the most effective manner possible.  

  

 

 



 

 

Figure 1: USBA Key Partners and Stakeholders 

In addition to key partners and stakeholders, UAMMI partnerships focus on connecting small 
business members with key large businesses in the area who offer significant opportunities to 
for growth within the cluster. Our large business partners proved to be a very valuable resource 
for our small business cluster members and we will continue to engage that connection during 
our option years as an SBA RIC contractor.  

Growth in number of small businesses participating in cluster and support 
industries 

During our first year of operations, the UAMMI team was able to integrate all current UAMMI 
members into our regional innovative cluster. After reviewing our membership and removing 
members who are large businesses from our count, we finalized the current total membership 
in the UAMMI cluster to include 144 small businesses who are participating within the cluster 
and support industries. As this is our first year as a SBA RIC contractor, our full membership 
base represents the growth in the number. In forward years, we will report both the full 
membership and the growth as two individual numbers. While the first year number represents 
a near full capacaity membership base, we look forward to growing this membership where 
capacity allows.  



 

 

Growth in number of small business starts in the cluster area 

During our first year as an SBA RIC contractor, UAMMI assisted with the development of 26 
small business starts in our cluster area. A large number of these efforts were described in 
previous reports. UAMMI events, training, and counseling services all give a specific focus to 
individuals with new and innovative ideas for products and services in the advanced 
manufacturing and materials cluster. As such, we are fortunate to work with a number of 
people who are ready to begin their efforts of bringing their small business dreams to reality. 
We look forward to ongoing successes on this front in our upcoming SBA RIC option years.  

Growth in total capital flowing to small business participants in the cluster 
(grants, contracts, loans and investments from public and private sources). 

In addition to the Purtrek funding example outlined earlier in our report, our team played a role 
in the receipt of a three million dollar contract with the DOD under SBIR initiatives. This 
contract was awarded to cluster member Conductive Composites during 2020. This contract to 
build cases that are used to protect from electromagnetic pulses and interference, is tied to a 
Commercialization Readiness Program (CRP) with the DOD. These cases are highly desirable 
because they give the protection at a quarter of the weight. They are injection molded or 
laminated and the tooling to make the cases needs improvement. The Phase 1 SBIR with 
Conductive Composites succeeded and moved to phase 2. The funding is for the tooling 
upgrade and for manufacturing upgrades to accompanying the tooling.  

We are currently working with Conductive Composites on a second CRP contract for an 
additional three million dollars with the DOD. This program has two components. The first 
component is to develop the concepts required to double the width and double the speed of 
the nickel-coated broad goods carbon fiber manufacturing system. It also applied to coating 
other materials. The second component is to expand and make more robust the system that 
produces carbon monoxide, the basic building block of the process. Once these two objectives 
are demonstrated the DOD has indicated that an additional $6M SBIR contract will be awarded 
in 2020 to bring these two technologies into full manufacturing. We look forward to additional 
reporting on this front in coming reports to the SBA.  

Growth in job creation of small businesses 

UAMMI is very pleased to report that our efforts within our cluster are directly tied to the 
creation of at least 384 new jobs within our region’s small business participants. We believe this 
number represents a minimum and there are more new jobs within the cluster. Not all UAMMI 
small business cluster members reported on their growth, but we believe the 384 reported 



 

 

represents a significant success to the small business community. These jobs were created as a 
direct result of UAMMI efforts to increase business opportunities with the advanced materials 
and manufacturing cluster. We look forward to continuing this effort in our option years as an 
SBA RIC contractor.  

Growth in new products, services, or business lines 

Small businesses within UAMMI’s cluster created 186 new products, services, or business lines. 
UAMMI counseling, training, engagement, events, etc., are all directly tied to this metric. We 
worked closely with the small businesses within our cluster to facilitate both strategy and 
execution on this front.  

This area is a key focus for our team as it is very closely tied to additional objectives such as job 
creation. As our team, helps facilitate growth in new products, services, or business lines, 
growth continues throughout the small businesses and their supply chains. 

Number of small businesses receiving counseling, training, mentoring, or other 
technical assistance 

During the first year of operations under the SBA RIC contract, all 144 small business cluster 
members received some form of counseling, training, mentoring, or other technical assistance. 
UAMMI team members supports these efforts through direct one on one engagement, team 
training, and event initiatives. While the level of training any individual small business receives 
varies based on their need, we are happy to report an ongoing support to all small businesses 
within our cluster to some degree.  

Growth in creation of new business, employment or new business opportunities 
in emerging markets 

Specific to emerging markets, UAMMI cluster efforts are directly tied to the creation of 90 new 
business, employment, or new business opportunities. These are subsets of previously reported 
metrics, but represent a significant effort and key objective for our cluster.  

Number of small businesses participating in other activities and services 
provided by the cluster, including showcasing events, networking events, 
matchmaking opportunities, and other convening activities 

During our first year of operations on the SBA RIC contract, UAMMI facilitated attendance of no 
less than 148 small businesses, and 1900 small business personnel, to activities such as 
showcasing events, networking events, matchmaking opportunities, and other such activities.  



 

 

These events proved critical for our small business cluster members as a key opportunity to 
show their products and capabilities, engage in-group training, form partnerships through 
matchmaking and networking, stay informed of industry activities, and work with large business 
partners. Examples of these events are described in the text above.  

Our efforts on these types of events is already underway for our first option year with our 2020 
crosstalk event. We look forward to reporting on that activity during our first 2020 quarterly 
report.   

Number of patents obtained and /or applied for by small business participants 
in the cluster, as well as number of new technologies licensed 

The UAMMI team happily reports that our small business participants either obtained or 
applied for no less than 42 new patents. This number also includes new technologies licensed. 
Our efforts assisting small business participants in training, funding, mentoring, matchmaking, 
counseling, etc. are all directly tied to this result. While there may be additional numbers to 
report on this front from cluster participants who did not provide all data, we are happy to 
report a strong minimum result at 42. This effort is significant as these new products are a 
driver of both revenue and jobs for our small business participants.  

 

Summary 
 
The above information is not all inclusive of every meeting, counseling service, or activity 
executed by the UAMMI team, but this is a representative sample of the ongoing work during 
the year. We are very pleased by the success of our engagement and execution activities, the 
wonderful event participation, growth and use of our strategic tools, and individual company 
assistance provided by the UAMMI team. We look forward to continuing these strides in 2020 
as we continue to support the SBA in the Utah region through our SBA RIC Partnership. 
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